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All customers purchasing UBBL02, UBBL10, and UBBL13,

Recently, we at Ultralife have completely upgraded our entire line of UBI-2590 batteries. As a
customer familiar with our 2590 family of batteries, you will recognize the long-established part
numbers UBBL02, UBBL10, UBBL10/B and UBBL13. Today we are proud to announce that effective
immediately, these great batteries are being improved as a proactive step towards staying in
compliance with new military performance specifications. Designated as the UBI-2590 MGPP
lineup, these newly improved batteries can be clearly identified by their added part number suffix,
“-01.”
The “-01’s” come with a new case design, improved electronics and protection module, a more
accurate state-of-charge technology than their legacy models, improved cold temperature
discharge performance, widened charge temperature range and with a new color: Desert Tan. The
“-01’s” are all designed to meet the new MIL-PRF-32383/3(CR) U.S. Military Performance
Specification and come with brand new labeling, complete with military mandated text and
symbology. We also certified these batteries to IEC 62133:2012 to meet international safety
compliance.
Recognizing the popularity of our UBI-2590 batteries with our non-military customers as well, we
took the exact same improved battery and released a commercially labeled version, designating it
with the additional suffix, “-CB” for the purposes of quick international market delivery. The label is
redesigned to be more marketable and meets numerous national marking requirements. We also
registered these versions with various national agencies for regulatory compliance to facilitate its
importation into US and Canadian medical markets, as well as France, Switzerland, South Korea,
Japan and India commercial markets.
We are excited about these new and improved products and are confident you will benefit from the
improvements. Many of our legacy products will be going obsolete this year (December 2017). For a
full description of all changes please see the attached Sales Sheet. Customers familiar with the
UBBL02 should now be ordering the UBBL02-01 or consider an upgrade to the UBBL10-01.
Customers currently purchasing the UBBL10-01 or UBBL13-01 will also notice an improvement to
those products as well. If there are any questions about device integration or compatibility, please
do not hesitate to call our Technical Support team at 800-332-5000 or email us at
orders@ultralifecorp.com.
Thank you for choosing Ultralife.

